Abstract:
In this paper we present a federated solution to the problem of resource searching across several organisations. It is a cooperative distributed multiagent system that locates and semantically integrates the access to heterogeneous distributed data sources, using Dublin Core as the metadata model.
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1. Introduction

The adoption of such information technologies has produced a huge increment of information generation in all its forms. This information is stored in documents of many natures, from single text or web pages to multimedia documents. Giving an integrated access to all this information is a major problem.

This problem increases the complexity when information systems are distributed in different organisations, each one with its own technological solution and business culture. In this context, using a common technology may not be a valid approach: it is needed a solution that respects technological independency meanwhile grants interoperability.

Some solutions have been developed to solve this problem such as creating management information systems or reusing the existent ones. The disadvantages of these approaches are that they impose working procedures, they are aggressive methods with the existent infrastructure technology or they are too specific to some information models.

In this paper we present a program called Searchy (1), a metasearch engine that solves the problem described above using legacy backend and it is aimed to be used in a very specific context: several organisations with some documental management systems that must interoperate. Searchy is a multiagent (11) metasearch engine that uses Dublin Core as the metadata model to search and describe documents. It is a non intrusive, cooperative, extensible and information model independent solution.

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 describes the motivations of our work. Next, we give an overview of the Searchy metasearch engine. Then, we describe in detail its architecture, the metadata model and the mechanisms used for the integration and recovery of the information. Finally, future work and conclusions are outlined.

2. Motivations

Our main motivations emerged from the scenario analysis described in the last section. That is, searching and location of documents across heterogeneous information systems hosted by different organisations.

In order to obtain successful real world solutions in that context, we need a system that can have a simple deployment and that can avoid redundancies using documental management systems that may be already working organizations. It just has to grant interoperability in documental searches across different organisations. In the context of multiorganisational interoperation, a distributed approach may be more suitable for many reasons:

- It will not need any strong central authority.
- It implies entities that participate in the application deployment from an equality position (collaboration).
• The previous information systems are reused, minimizing redundancies and maximizing efficiency (federation).
• It is loosely coupling with the search engines (non intrusive).

Due to the project nature, the application must be standards based and platform independent. Previous work has been done in information integration. This field has focused in ontology based integration systems (11) and the semantic web technologies. With few exceptions (6), they are centralized approaches, limited to some sort of data sources, typically databases or too application specific. Most of them do not address this problem in the context that we do it (9).

3. Searchy: a Metasearch Engine

Our proposal complies to the objectives described in the previous section thanks to a metasearch engine called Searchy (8). From the user point of view it is just a document search engine, he or she can submit queries referred against some term and the system returns a description of different documents that satisfy the query. But Searchy does more than that.

Searchy is a general purpose search federation facility. It uses existing search engines, integrating and showing them as a whole uniform entity. Thanks to its modular design, it allows an easy extension to new information systems.

The users interact with one single monolithic search engine instead of querying against different distributed search engines as it is nowadays done. All the process will be kept transparent for the users.

Searchy is a multiagent system that once it is deployed, is able to:

• Get abstract queries independent from the calling system.
• Translate and submit the queries to different information systems.
• Extract the metainformation from the responses.
• Map the metainformation to Dublin Core metadata.
• Return the results than can be graphically presented through a user friendly interface or saved them in a file.

Searchy is not aimed to be used by end users but rather by other applications, i.e., it is just a middleware, an abstraction layer that integrates search systems.

Since Searchy interface is web services based, it allows using it from simple web applications to heavy ones. Searchy clients can work as a simple graphical interface that collects the query and visualizes the data, to data sources for other not direct-related applications with the final user.

4. The Searchy Architecture

Most of the Searchy features are a consequence of its particular distributed architecture based on the concept of agent, i.e., an autonomous software piece with social skills. A Searchy agent is composed of three well-defined elements as Figure shows. Their main features are:
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and integrity of a specific unit, department, branch office, etc in a company.

Each data source requires a specific provider what makes it extensible to any new data sources. This implementation can be done relatively easily. Actually, Searchy covers four different providers: SQL, LDAP, Google and Harvest.

5. The Metainformation Model

We need to recover any type of information under a heterogeneous framework, and simplicity is a desirable objective. Given the generality of uses that it can have, the information format should be flexible, self-content and platform independent: this kind of technology that we need for service federation and information retrieval can be found in the Semantic Web.

The semantic web is built on the Resource Description Framework, RDF. It defines a grammar to express triples of the form <Resource, Property, Value> to characterize resources and relationships between them.

The semantics are set throw ontologies (4), which defines formally sets of terms, with well-defined semantics and the relationships between them. The more recent approach to ontologies definition languages is the OWL (Ontology Web Language), a W3C’s recommendation based on RDF.

The DCMI defined the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set (DCMES), it is a metadata model created from an interdisciplinary point of view suitable to describe a wide range of resources. Searchy has been designed to locate several different types of documents stored in arbitrary backend, thus it needs a general metadata model that abstracts local information formats, representing some properties about the documents it locates. The system should be a general propose document metasearch engine, so, the range of targeted documents has to be wide.

The metadata model must be flexible enough to be able to describe documents of different natures and supports. DCMES fulfils the requirement described above. All data in Searchy is based on it, queries are expressed using Dublin Core and the response with the document description also uses Dublin Core.

6. How is the Information Retrieved in Searchy?

The mapping of the metainformation available in the data source to Dublin Core is a main aspect of Searchy. This is a well-known problem (ontology mappings) in the information integration field and it is a focus of research.

To solve the problem of metainformation mapping in Searchy, we have adopted a conservative approach: offering an interface to the agent administrator to define manually the mapping between ontologies. In practical terms, extracting metainformation from the information provider is, by far, the most difficult task for the system administrator.

For this goal, an easy and simple string substitution mechanism has been developed. Part of the complexity remains hidden with this procedure and the mapping rules can be establish with less effort. Each metainformation field may be composed by none, one or more information fields.

Getting metainformation from the information stored in the data support, is a task done by the provider and it has a strong dependency on the data properties of the support system. There are some support systems, for example some text formats, that have some metainformation integrated in the document, and Searchy is able to use. But the general case is when we have to obtain the metainformation from the stored information, directly mapping the information into the metainformation.

The agents have been designed to be highly extensible, therefore, adding new information supports may be quite easy, and the flexibility of the system facilitates the implementation of a wide variety of Providers but there are very few limitations. If data can be read, Searchy can support it.

7. A Simple Example

To clarify how Searchy can be integrated in any organization or company, we take as example our university and in order to reduce the example, we will consider our Computer Sciences School. Figure 3 shows a typical structure of our University Faculty.

The objective is to provide an integrated view of all those resources and facilitate the location of the documentation. In this scenario imposing any intrusive technology is not possible because each department has its own idiosyncrasy and particularities.

Searchy provides a satisfactory solution, each department only has to set up a Searchy agent and establish a criterion to map their databases structure, directory schema and Google metainformation into Dublin Core. Once it has been done their search facilities may be integrated within the rest of Departments of the School.

The departments are composed by different areas, like the Automatic Department. This department can delegate the integration in any of the areas (in the example, Language and OOSS). The agent in the department will provide an interface to the two agents of the two areas.
Future work

The distributed static nature of Searchy has some intrinsic disadvantages. The main one is the strong dependence of time response in relation with the number of agents. There are two ways to overcome this situation: dynamic agents discovery and alternative transport mechanisms.

An increment in the number of agents in a Searchy network, may increase the number of found documents at a point that the query result might get not useful because of it size. More intelligent search mechanisms are needed to avoid this situation, like introducing machine learning techniques in the agents to adapt the query to the user preferences.

Experience shows a widely demanded feature: to control who can access to what document. Thus, Searchy is going to use SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language) to grant authentication as well as rights management.

A key point to the success of Searchy is its ability to manage any sort of data source by developing new providers. In this way, providers for documental management systems, like Google Desktop and Beagle support will be developed.

Conclusions

Searchy is a scalable, modular and highly distributed metasearch system that provides document searching over different information systems as well as a framework for distributed information retrieval.

This system is especially suitable for environments where several entities must interoperate with different search systems. Its strongest points are: the generality of data sources that it can integrate, and the limited coupling with the information systems that addresses. The cost of implementing a Searchy network is quite reduced: there is no need to modify any information infrastructure, it is quite simple to manage and is freely distributed with the GPL license.
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